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REPUBLIC OF KENYA 

                                

                                              GARISSA COUNTY ASSEMBLY 

                                    

                                                         THE HANSARD 

                               

                                             Thursday, 19th July, 2018 

                       

                                  The House met at the County Assembly Chamber, 

                           

                                               Assembly Buildings, at 2.30 p.m. 

          

                                   [The Speaker (Hon. Ahmed Ibrahim Abass) in the Chair] 

                                                 

                                                                    PRAYER. 

Papers 

Hon. Mohamedweli Guhad: Mr. Speaker sir, i beg to lay on the floor of the house the revised 

Garissa county assembly calendar regular sessions for the assembly for the year 2018 September 

to February 2018. Thank you. 

Motion and bills 

Hon. Abdirizak Ismail: thank you Mr. speaker, i beg to move the following motion that aware 

that the Garissa county has the potential to collect revenue upwards of ksh 250 million per year 

as demonstrated by the executive during the budget policy statement presentation. Noting that 

previous administration have failed to meet their revenue targets as a result of significant loss of 

revenue due to man-made leakages at the collection point. 

Further noting that Garissa County has no automated or an e-payment system that would have 

reduced incidences of such leakages. 

 Concerned that, the continued revenue leakage at various collection points is mostly through 

theft  in action by county employees charged with overseeing collection at those points and most 

importantly the lack an automated system to efficiently collect revenue. 
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Recognizing that some employees within the revenue collection chain have overstayed their 

deployment at specific posting, thus possibly building cartels like networks that protect and 

promote the leakage and wastage. This assembly urges the county executive to streamline 

revenue collection and adopt an automated system to efficiently collect revenue. Thank you Mr. 

Speaker I ask the hon. Member from Waberi to second the motion thank you. 

Hon. Mohamed Abass: thank you Mr. Speaker i stand to second the motion. 

Mr. Speaker: hon. Members this is a motion and it reads that aware that the Garissa County has 

the potential to collect revenue upwards of ksh 250 million per year as demonstrated by the 

executive during the budget policy statement presentation. Noting that previous administration 

have failed to meet their revenue targets as a result of significant loss of revenue due to man-

made leakages at the collection point. 

Further noting that Garissa County has no automated or an e-payment system that would have 

reduced incidences of such leakages. Concerned that the continued revenue leakage at various 

collection points is mostly through theft, in action by county employees charged with overseeing 

collection at those points and most importantly the lack an automated system to efficiently 

collect revenue. 

Recognizing that some employees within the revenue collection chain have overstayed their 

deployment at specific posting, thus possibly building cartels like networks that protect and 

promote the leakage and wastage. This assembly urges the county executive to streamline 

revenue collection and adopt an automated system to efficiently collect revenue. You want to go 

again? 

Hon. Abdirizak: I just wanted to … before members contribute but I can highlight some issues 

thank you. Mr. speaker this issue is very important for two reasons (1) it’s a requirement by low 

that every county must have a target in terms of revenue collection and therefore even at the 

budget making process there is a specific amount that the county is supposed to project their 

revenue collection, and for this year if am not wrong the county has targeted 250 million 

shillings. Mr. speaker there was a time we were in a workshop organized by AHADI at almond if 

members can remember very well and the CEC informed us that counties that have setup 

automated system and have improve them I don’t know if it’s the county government or an 

organization they were given an additional six billion  bonus out of the other money they were 

receiving from the national government and therefore if we put up this system Mr. speaker  and it 
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efficiently and effectively serves the purpose what will stop us from receiving that additional 6 

billion and if get then we will not complain about lack of water, poor infrastructure, poor health 

system.   

Take b missing 

19th July 2018 HB take C  

Hon. Abdullahi (Bura Ward): The county government of Garissa specifically the department 

of finance have taken and approve to bring the outer mated the system which I hope they heard a 

willing heart to improve the revenue collection with support. Mr. speaker Kwale have got Kwale 

pee and that is a system that they are using but what I am fearing about is the outer mated system 

that this company is doing is how far do we have trust and what measures are we putting in place 

to make sure that they don’t run away with our money and I am suggesting lead by the 

department chair for finance, can this committee go and find out what they are doing the Kwale 

the way they were going and even find out the system this guys they want to use in Garissa how 

far is perfect and how far can we trust for them to collect with revenue. 

Mr. speaker Abdirizak for Galbet maybe the concerns he has defiantly with the cases of revenue 

department I can remember outside what we use to hear from the last government, there was a 

CEC who had his all account and were people had been collecting they had been taking the 

depositing money. In the previous county council, we use to hear that there are two censers 

collection reset one is collected for the boss and the other one is for the original so we have no 

reason to doubt and maybe to be very curious about collections that make if they are going right 

way probably we are collecting more than as an expected and it is not coming to the right 

account so Mr. speaker I don’t want to put very clear that but maybe we have all reasons to get 

and probably chair for finance and his committee can find out can go to the other counties they 

have already started the outer mated system. 

It is different that people are transfer from different department for us to work an efficient 

working government for those maybe who have some capacity problem maybe they can be 

transferred on whom you think people who can improve can be taken to some department so far 

the chief officer for revenue is a perfect officer and their improvement is making there are some 

changes they made and definitely they are going to improve and employ some more staff though 
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my advice one time that they should employ people of standard 8 leavers and there are those who 

are degree holder you give them a job over revenue collector and they fell shy there are ladies 

who are given this job they fell shy going to the market collecting for 10sh or 20sh. Probably we 

should look for people who have been knowledge of reading and writing so I hope the and I 

support this motion maybe somebody can move an amendment to remove word cartel so that it 

will looks better thank you Mr. speaker . 

Hon speaker: Yes, member for Saka  

Hon Kassim: Thank you Mr. speaker I would like to support my brother hon Abdirizak for 

bringing this motion to the house this afternoon. The main purpose or the main reason why 

revenue is to establish any standing situation is to bring impact of that body for example revenue 

collection for all counties particularly Garissa the impact is to easy operation of this county to be 

in a better position. Mr. speaker belong to committee finance committee I have got enough 

information to strengthen this motion I have visit these executives to quiet sometimes following 

how this are mismanaged. 

 Mr. speaker if I share with you a small report information I have that Kshs130,485 519 where 

what has been collected annually and the target was 500m, all what they collected is 369 which 

is effective collection done so the management here of the county executive should not put in 

place again a well define policy to bring this situation an arrest at the same time the management 

did not even respond to the auditor general report that was before them up to this morning they 

have no answer to give. I conquer with brother Abdirizak before we go to the E system self-

collectors of this county are stag rant people Mr. speaker what I would like to bring to the house 

is that for those who are going to be recruited are revenue collectors must be submitting their 

certificate of good conduct before employment that is one, if somebody is already a cruel how 

can you give such a job, Mr. speaker this county cannot be owned by some individuals it belongs 

to all of us being in the committee of finance Mr. speaker there is nothing to hide here moneys 

are being mismanaged in this county for example if I give you a small story last term. 

19 JULY 2018 IBRAHIM D 
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Hon. Kassim: some individual. It belongs to all of us, being in the committee of finance there is 

nothing to hide here, monies are being mismanage here in this county. For example; if I give you 

a small story, last term when people fought along Tana River and they crossed to my ward, there 

was a situation where somebody died because of poverty. When I raised the issue of special 

programme I was being told to go to a certain shop the special programme team will come then 

when I went to the shopkeeper, the special programme director who was former colleague of 

mine in the teaching profession when I asked him how much do you want to take to my ward, he 

told me I was just ordered to go to this shop to collect bags of bosho, certain number of sugar 

and oil but the amount of money disclosed he could not tell me but I made my own findings, the 

money that went for Saka ward for rescue and what I took there they cannot tally. What we 

require is enough scrutiny, let’s call a spade a spade and all of us will have taken an oath before 

this house that we are going to serve this house to the lata. There is nothing to hide. This motion 

is the motion that being. I support my brother and we are standing with him and am also seeking 

your position as a speaker. You are in-charge of this assembly Mr. Speaker, give directives to the 

revenue auditors team that the employment which is coming in due course, anyone who is 

seeking for that position shall produce certificate of good conduct and more over again. Those 

who are already on the ground working as revenue collectors maybe they are from prison you 

can tell. So Mr. Speaker, with those few many remarks I beg to seat down. 

Hon. Speaker:  very well member for Hulugho  

Hon. Adow:  thank Mr. Speaker, in the name of Allah most compassionate, most merciful. Mr. 

Speaker, I rise to support the motion. First of all, I want to dispense this word that is creating 

certain confusion that I even decide, being an English teacher and I googled it, I see no offense 

of using it because the google is saying “is just to organized a business or even in certain 

terminologies in Spain it is said it is an association of manufacturers or suppliers with a purpose 

of maintaining price at a high level or restricting competition.” So what the motion is suspecting 

is that there is likelihood of certain groups of people restricting efficiency. So I don’t see if there 

is harsh meaning I will rest my case here. Even if you go into Britain they say this is a coalition 

or a cooperative arrangement between political parties intended to promote mutual interest. So I 

think it is very correct to be used to my own understanding. Having said that Mr. Speaker, …. 
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Hon. Speaker:  But in our case here the way it appears here, the mutual interest here is to deny 

the county government of Garissa its fair share of revenue and that is where it goes 

Hon. Adow: thank you. So Mr. Speaker, there is certain concern about today evening as my 

member of public account committee when we were at least debating on certain report there 

were those queries that were raised even why the county government will have raised their 

standard of revenue collection of saying 500 and something that is why under collection of 

revenue. That was a query was raised in the audit report. So it is better we standardize our format 

and I really support streamlining revenue collection but I have doubt in that automated system. 

There is quacks organizations that is carrying out and promising counties that if they meet the 

target, there share will be increased but what I have come to realized that the organizations are 

not legally satisfied by the commission for revenue allocation. I think you can bear a witness 

from even the revenue department. I even myself personally call the CEC, the CEC didn’t have 

the information. I even call the chief officer for revenue collection, he confirmed to me they 

don’t have a satisfied permit to collect on behalf of the county government. So I would have 

edge the county government to develop their own system rather than using that kind of 

organization because these days there is a cyber-crime, people who are in expert in internet issue. 

They can at least collect on you behave and they can freeze the account with your notice. So Mr. 

Speaker, I would have edge the county government to develop what we call Garissa pay just like 

the one of kwale and that they manage their own system without employing any organization or 

any other third party to collect on their behalf because you cannot trust people with money 

specifically this internet issue. Mr. Speaker, it’s so harsh so on the matter of streamlining. I 

happened to serve as an administrator in the county public service board and I have seen those 

people when were conducting human resource audit, staff who are working previous local county 

councils, municipal councils are still working. This people are veteran in their own way and they 

have developed system of duplicating those receipt books and now they will only come with the 

audit for one receipt book and the other one is for personal use that was what even reported. 

Somebody is in experience of working for almost 35 years he had been in this field. So even 

getting read off those people. Transferring to other department and employing new people will at 

least again venture new system and new way of collecting revenue. I see the motion is timely and 

we need to take advantage of our own way of collecting system by developing our system. Mr. 
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Speaker, it is good that county government develop their own automated system rather than 

using a third-party to collect on their behalf. It will also help the department also to employ 

efficient and satisfied people with good moral character. Mr. Speaker, having said…….. 

19TH JULY 2018 TAKE E. ABDIAZIZ. THURSDAY AFTERNOON SESSION.  

 

Hon. Adow Omar. A certified people with good character and with good moral character Mr. Speaker 
having said that Mr. Speaker I thank member who raised this motion is timely and I thank him and I also 
urge the house to support it and I wish the county government will develop their own system of 
collecting. 

The speaker: Very well.  Leader of minority!   

Hon. Mohamed Ali Sheikh: thank you Hon. Speaker I stand to support, before I move an amendment I 
want to pick it up where Hon. Hullugho left, Hon. As we are approving this motion I want to urge total 
automation arising the whole issue for example the single permission permit the E construction permit 
because if we digitalize all those things nobody can duplicate nobody can produce fake of all this 
documents for example I hope members have witness that like NTSA documents, the tax compliance 
documents, anybody any where if you produce a fake documents you can Google it and you enter that 
number it will give if its fake or original, so I could urge as we are approving this motion they need to 
greet you when they are making that automation they should digitalized all the system this permit this 
packing fees all of them should be digitalized Hon. Speaker I want to move an amendments recognizing 
this paragraph should be deleted that saying that some employees within the revenue collection chain 
have over stayed their deployment to the specific posting thus possibly building cartel like network that 
protect and promote the leakage and wastage to be replaced with that unto mated system will seal the 
leakages and wastages in revenue collection I beg to move an amendments I said delete the words that 
some employees within the revenue collection chain have overstayed their deployment on the specific 
posting thus possibly building cartels like network that protect and promote the leakage are wastage 
replace with that unto mated system will seal leakages and wastages in revenue collection, I move that 
amendments and I want Hon. Ijara to support thank you.  

Hon. Irshad. Thank very much Hon. Speaker I support the amendments and also support the motion by 
the Hon. Abdirizak of galbet ward in that we are coming from garissa where we have heard count 
councils urban councils municipal councils and we know the workers they are our sons and daughters 
what they been doing is very well known to anybody who is from garissa and garissa original in fact it 
was so corrupt system in such a way that you will really feel sorry for those young men and old men and 
old ladies in the way they are doing it was never professional it was never a straight forward now the 
county government having come to power have inherited the same staff the same system which have been 
subject to abuse of so many years that we know, we know some people who have just worked for less 
than four years and have got the best cards. 

The Speaker: What is it?  What is your point of order?  
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Hon. Hassan Ismail: The question is put. 

The Speaker: Sorry!  

Hon. Hassan Ismail: The member is contributing and there are amendments we need to put a question. 

The Speaker: Hon. Member for Ijara what the Hon. Member is saying is you stood to second the 
amendment. 

Hon. Irshad: Which I did. 

The Speaker: Which you did and you leave it at that and then we put a question to that amendment see 
where the house carries that amendment so the  members as they contribute they now which motion you 
are contributing is it the original version or the motion has amended. 

Hon. Irshad: No it is the one that has been amended. 

The Speaker: It is not yet amended by the house but i need to put the question. 

Hon. Irshad:  Ok can you Hon. Members amend and support the amendments, thank you. 

The Speaker: Very well, the amendment that has been proposed by the leader of minority has been 
supported by the member of Ijara and the amendment is dealing with the last part of the motion and 
amended motion reads as; That aware garissa county has the potential to collect the revenue of 250 up 
words noting that previous administration have failed to meet the revenue target further noting that the 
garissa county has no automated or E-PAY system concerning  that the revenue leakage and various 
allocation point is mostly through theft recognizing that an automated system will seal leakages and 
wastages, this Assembly urges the county executive to streamline revenue collection and adapt an 
automated system to collect revenue. 

                                    Question put and greed to 

Hon. Irshad: Thank you very much Hon. Speaker………………………………………………….  

 

19th July 2018 Osman Take F 

 

Hon Irshad Hilowle: Honorable speaker, as I have said earlier the current system that has been inherited 
from the Municipal council and the urban that we had previously is subject to abuse, for those of us who 
has lift to see those county councils and urban councils the way they were operating can be witness to 
the fact that system is not straight forward, is not transparent, is subject to leakages, therefore 
honorable member for GALBET having brought this motion is in fact long overdue and I urge all the 
members to support the motion, so that we are able to streamline  our fees or tax collection for the 
benefit of Garissa county. Thank you very much honorable speaker 
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Hon Speaker: sorry no, Member for Saka you have already contributed to this Motion  

Hon: Kassim: it’s an amendment  

Hon Speaker: No! no you have already contributed to the Motion, an amendment has already been 
carried. Yes, honorable Hussein  

Hon Borle: Thank you honorable speaker, I have observed from the contribution of the members, right 
from the originator of the motion that we are already aware that the county executive have proposed to 
put an automated system in place. And while we were in the budget committee while interrogating why 
is the county proposing 250million, which they have done always   whereas they have only ever 
collected I think the highest 23% i.e. 86million and yet they want to maintain. We were told that one of 
strategies they have is to automate the system and they put clear to us that their position to attain the 
target, that is why we retain the figure as they proposed. But I think what is coming out our main 
concern is not so much putting the automation process in place, but whether that process will really add 
value. That is why honorable Adow was taking about we should not a doubt a system which is being 
practiced elsewhere. So I think our main focus should be how we can ensure that the proposed 
automation will really add value and improve collection. So in that I wanted to proposed a further 
amendment. Whereas actually we will not say the county government urge an automation, because 
already they said they will automate so ours is to ensure that they guard against scruples vendors while 
they are implementing the proposed automation. Thank you  
 

Hon Speaker: honorable Hussein put the actual amendment as you suggest. Where you want to amend 
exactly and what you want to insert exactly. And then shop around a seconder if you get a one … 

Hon Borle: so what I have the last paragraph last sentence when we say the county executive urges to 
streamline revenue collection then from there you will put and guard against a scruplers vendors while 
implementing the proposed automation system. So you will only remove here and adopt and you 
remove all those and insert the words that I have read a guard against a scrutinized tender while 
implementing the proposed automation system. From automation system everything remains, because 
according to be there is no need of stating the obvious already it was even it was the note of the budget 
that we have passed that the supportive note was talking about this thing so instead of just stating an 
obvious, then we are interest about a system that will add value. Thank you  

Hon Speaker: honorable members what honorable Hussein is suggesting is as follows: - the final part it 
everything remains the same and the motion as amended by the leader of minority recognizing that the 
automated and I want please listen to the English if you’re getting it right”” recognizing that the 
automated system will sill leakages and wastages this assembly urges the county executive to streamline 
revenue collection and guard against a scruplers   vendors while implementing the proposed system”” a 
seconder? Honorable do you have a seconder? Yes, honorable Adow 

(honorable Adow seconded) 
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Let me put the question now, the motion has further…. Yes, leader of …  

Hon Abdirizack: Mr. Speaker probably before you put the question, what probably as per the 
amendment of honorable Hussein is an assumption that thing can come as a motion of its own or as 
statement of its own when already the system is in place, right now the system is not there. So this 
motion probably the reason why I come up with this motion is to urge the county government, 
remember putting things in paper an implementation are two different things. Automation has been 
even last five years the county government has been talking about it and if 
…………………………………………………………… 

Take g  

Hon.Abdirizak: This motion probably, the reason why I come up with this motion is to urge the county 
government remember putting things in paper and implementation are two different things automation 
have been there for even for the last five years the county government have been talking about it and if 
the chair remembers that day even the CES was asking for our support to push even a hardy guys to 
sponsor and I believe this motion will even strengthen that position of the county government the 
report probably they had and the motion and the letter and whatever that come out of that assembly 
will built a strong case to push even it’s a hardy that was sponsored or an initiative of its county 
government therefore the position we are currently now is to urge the county government to put the 
system then when the system is in place then we can talk about guarding about the issue of even 
coming up with our own E payment system to develop its own system and what of you that can come up 
at that stage but for now what we are talking about is county government assembly urging the county 
government to establish. When the system is in place we can talk about guarding, protection and what 
have you so I think if I’m not wrong that amendment can probably at a later hour stage as a motion of its 
own for I can pelage we leave it as its.  

Hon.Speaker: If I were you I would have bladed with the mover of the Amendment any other member 
who want to speak to the amendment yes chair finance then honorable Hussein  

Hon. Mohamed(Benane): Thank you Mr. speaker I just want to support what honorable Abdirizak of 
Galbet has actually emphasis and also asking honorable Hussein at least to put that amendment a side 
for now since the Automation system is not in place thank you. 

Hon.Speaker: Honorable Hussein u need to be on this for the purpose of Hansard. 

Hon.Borle: I think I have no objection to drop in the amendment but I wanted just to clarify but our 
main purpose is to add value you see we have already the budget which was explaining that this think is 
in place but although it was proposed it’s not yet in place am urging them to put in place we are not 
making any error so I don’t mine dropping the amendment thank you. 

Hon.Speaker: very well honorable Hussein I think honorable members we have another business to 
transact if you will allow me on the ok what is it  
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Hon.Irshad: This was amended and amended there is another amendment coming 

Hon.speaker: Honorable Hussein has drop his amendment 

Hon.Irshad: yah but there is another one because we have allocated budget for this activities that 
automation and that we have a proof that budget in this house honorable speaker because we have a 
proof the budget and the money is there already in place with the county executive we should say 
instead of urge compel the county executive to initiate the process of automation instead of urge 
compel because the budget is already there we have approved. 

Hon.speaker: Honorable member for ijara I think at this stage I think we have already done something 
on their part they are seeing about it they are talking about it. I think up to this level u know u compel 
when you are suspicious or there is a history like you know you have argued them earlier there is a 
promise broken compelling may be a little bit very strong however you have an amendment if there is a 
seconder and I think members agreed with me that is ok with me yes chair Agriculture  

Hon.Yussuf: Thank you Mr. speaker I want to speak on this motion as per the amendments done earlier 
and I also congratulate the honorable member honorable Hussein for dropping his amendments Mr. 
Speaker I think it’s in order for a member to move as its it will just try to delete it. You have stated 
clearly that has the good will and they have already put in place what we can now said is just to urge I 
think compelling is not right however Mr. speaker………………..              

TAKE H  

Of this county Mr. Speaker this motion is away of telling the house that these are the limitations that 
this county has been realized if automated E system were being planned to be bought than major when 
you read notes on a certain subjects I was a teacher Mr. Speaker what you get from the notes is the 
content part of it the main concept of  that story Mr. Speaker this motion is not worth to be amended 
with a single word because what I see and what I have already agree with my reality eyes is that a 
revenue collector… 

 Hon. Speaker: No member for Saka we are just on that amendment by member of Irshard seconded by 
member for Labasigale opposed by the member for Galmagala so are you opposing or seconding this 
amemdment that is the only thing we are  dealing with not the motion 

Hon. Kassim: am opposing 

Hon.Speaker: very well now I put the question and honourable members you will have the final say now 
I will just go to the final bit recognizing that automated system will seal leakages and wastages this 
assembly compels the executive streamline revenue collection automated system to officially collect 
revenue(Question put and negative) and therefore that amendment falls Honourable members I think 
the members have ventilated a lot on this and therefore honourable members the motion reads as this 
that aware the Garissa county has the potential to collect revenue upwards of 250m per year as 
demonstrated by the executive during the budget making process precipitation noting that previous 
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administration have failed to meet the revenue target as a result significant loss of a man made leakages 
further noting that  Garissa county has no  automated or E pay system that would have reduced incident 
of leakages concern that the continue revenue leakage at various points mostly in theft in action by the 
county employees timely overseeing of this point and most importantly  lack of  automated system to 
efficiently collect revenue recognizes that an automated system will seal leakages and wastages this 
assembly urges county executive to streamline revenue collection and adopt an automated system to 
efficiently collect revenue (Question put and agreed to) Next order… 

Second Motion 

Procedural motion  

Hon.Mohamed Weli Guhad: Mr Speaker sir I beg to move the following motion that pursuant to the 
procedural motion 5(1) at this house revised second Garissa county assembly calender regular session 
that is tabled on the floor of the house on 19th July 2018 Thank you Mr. Speaker Sir Garissa county 
assembly empowered under the standing order 25(4) that enables the house through a resolution to 
alter its calendar therefore Mr. Speaker sir I urge the honourable house to adopt the calendar as 
amended and the amendment as are follows on the calendar short recess we used to had on 16th August 
we have make it on 10th to 3rd September and the other amendment we made is we introduced two 
weeks of recess on October thank you Mr. Speaker. 

Hon. Mohamed Sheikh Ali: Hon. Speaker I stand to second and urge the honourable members to 
approve the calendar as deliberated in the house business committee and in fact I really commend the 
members who made this amendment because short recess being brought forward from 15th to 10th will 
really matter for the members so honourable Speaker I stand to second and I urge the house to approve 
the calendar thank you 

Hon. Speaker: No member for Saka you have been very active tday I want to hear from other members 
sit down please you have been very active. Concerning what yes what is it please… 

 

 

TAKE I 

Hon Speaker: Yes what is it honorable member for Saka. 

Hon Kassim : The standing order tells me that the majority shall move and table the calenderer of the 
house  and if the majority leader is out with the permission then minority leader come in. There is 
nowhere in this book say that the  chif  whip should able and I need your protection Mr Speaker  

                                                 (Members murmuring ) 
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Hon Kassim : There is nowhere that it says the chif whip should table motion or if a member of the 
committee house business. 

Hon Speaker : Member for Saka thank you for quoting standing order but you have not completed 
because if you to go the same standing order that you have quoted  25 (3) the leader of the majority or 
minority party or any member of the assembly business committee and he is the member of the 
business committee and the precedent was stated that any other member can move on the absent of 
the majority and minority leader. Yes Minority leader. 

Hon Mohamed Ali Sheikh ( Minority leader) :  Thank you Mr  Speaker and I want to bring attention to 
my colleague honorable member for Saka on Tuesday house business committee, the whip, majority 
and minority are active members of this house . Thank you 

Hon Speaker:  Thank you for clarification. Yes honorable cadow  

Hon Cadow : Thank you . In the name of Allah the most merciful and compassion this thing was dispense 
in the house business committee and the house was in agreement and I think by that mood the business 
was transacted. 

Hon Speaker: If that was the mood of the house then I will put the question pursuant to the provision 
standing order 25 (1) that this house approved the revised Garissa County Assembly second calendar 
(Regular Sessions) as proposed  

                      ( question put and agreed upon )   

Hon Speaker : very well  Maybe the mover did not explained exactly what  might  associated this thing. 
The business of this house should be lowest July-August with the very small business that thing would be 
emanating from the executive until the finance bill September that thing would come back and month 
of August is one or two committee will also think about to do some training and i thought the best time 
IS August when the executive they are no busy generating business to us and we may not been having a 
lot of business to ourselves so that is what associated as the amendment by it goes we can make 
decision as we go along the way to realize this is not sincerable  then through the house business 
committee but that could be understanding that one or two committee should be out for training and 
we have that there will be no quorum. There will be no any other business the house stand adjourned to 
next week Tuesday 2:30pm 

 


